The Brunswick Sharing Table
Organized by The Merrymeeting Gleaners, a project of the Merrymeeting Food Council

What is the Sharing Table?
The Sharing Table is free local produce available for anyone that needs it. There is no criteria to meet and it is 100% anonymous. The produce for the Brunswick Sharing Table is graciously donated by Growing to Give of Brunswick. Produce will be pre-bagged and there will be a list of items in the bag each week.

Where is the Brunswick Sharing Table?
Outside the front entrance of Curtis Memorial Library. Visit the Table Fridays 11:00 am – 2:00 pm, August-October 2020.

How to use the sharing table:
-Take the bag or bags that you need and leave the rest for someone else.
-There is no need to check in with anybody before taking produce.
-It is an unmanned table.

~ We sincerely thank all of the local farmers that contribute produce to the Sharing Tables! ~

Contact merrymeetinggleaners@gmail.com to volunteer.